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BKL unveils three never-before-seen machines at Bauma 2022. 
 

To mark its 15th Bauma anniversary, BKL is presenting three cranes and a film highlight to industry 
visitors at its new stand in the Outdoor Exhibition Area south FS.1203/1.

 

 
Munich, 23 September 2022 – A crane premiere, stellar service and a sensational live show: at Bauma 

2022, the crane specialist BKL Baukran Logistik is celebrating its 15th show with several attractions at 

its new stand FS.1203/1. They include three tower cranes that are being shown for the first time at bauma 

plus a film highlight that demonstrates the company's outstanding expertise with spectacular footage of 

lifts using mobile cranes. 

 

"To mark our trade fair anniversary, we are showcasing innovative crane technology and operations that make 

BKL a specialised partner for all kinds of lifting projects as one of Europe's largest full-service providers of crane 

solutions. We are remaining true to ourselves and setting the bar at Bauma even higher for the 15th time", says 

Alexander Volz, owner and Chairman of the Advisory Board of BKL. 

 

Major highlights at BKL from a historical crane to the state of the art.  

As a Bauma exclusive, BKL will be presenting Luigi Cattaneo S.p.A.'s brand new self-erecting crane. The most 

recent type of crane produced by the BKL's longstanding Italian partner and co-exhibitor is rounding off the BKL 

System Cattaneo in the stationary crane segment, it features optimal specifications for building small residential 

complexes and Industry 4.0-compatible technology.  

By contrast, in light of BKL's Bauma anniversary, the crane specialists and Cattaneo have a treat in store for all 

crane fans in Munich. Visitors to stand FS.1203/1 can take a closer look at a historical miniature crane dating from 

1959 with a hook height of approximately 7 to 13 metres, enabling them to trace the development of crane 

technology from the first hand-operated crane right through to modern, Industry 4.0-ready machines. 

Also making its first appearance at BKL is the third crane that BKL will be showcasing in Munich from 24 October 

onwards. The top-slewing crane can operate even when space is at a premium. Thus, not only does it add a new 

product group to the selection of over 500 tower cranes in BKL's rental fleet, it also offers an entirely new range 

of particularly efficient crane solutions. 

 

Mammoth tasks: BKL cranes in action on the video wall.  

The video wall is the centrepiece of the stand, allowing visitors to see BKL's over 600 mobile and tower cranes 

being deployed in the field. Project documentation and footage of mobile cranes, tower cranes, mobile 

construction cranes and transportation present tailored crane solutions, precise logistics and excellent service.  

The highlight, BKL's brand new film, is sure to attract attention at Bauma where it will be shown on a twelve 

square-metre LED wall. The cinema-quality video guarantees chills and follows an unusual story line in which the 

crane operators are the true heroes. Exclusively at the BKL stand, customers can find out how the film was made 

and enjoy the complimentary refreshments at one of the requisites. Both the trailer and the film itself will be 

available on www.bkl.de/bauma in the near future. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bkl.de/bauma
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BKL unveiled a product innovation at Bauma 2019. 

BKL and Cattaneo introduced the brand new CM 415 at Bauma 2019. With a 

maximum hook height of 31.5 metres and up to 5 tonnes load capacity, the 

largest crane in the BKL System Cattaneo has proved to be a powerhouse in 

BKL's rental fleet and at numerous construction sites. There will be more 

exciting news to come in 2022. 

 
 
 
 
About BKL. 
BKL Baukran Logistik GmbH specialises in crane rental, sales and service. With approximately 300 employees in Munich, 
Ingolstadt, Rosenheim, Frankfurt, Hannover and Hildesheim, the company has over 50 years of experience as one of Europe's 
largest manufacturer-independent, full-service providers of crane solutions. BKL's crane fleet offers over 500 tower cranes, 
with a radius from 22 to 90 metres, plus over 100 all terrain mobile cranes from 30 up to 700 tonne giants and 15 mobile 
construction cranes with a radius of up to 65 metres. Moreover, BKL customers benefit from the bespoke turnkey package, 
certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001 and SCCP, including planning, logistics and transportation, as well as the 24-hour 
emergency service. BKL's reference projects include the Allianz Arena, BMW Welt, the European Central Bank and the new 
Terminal 3 at Frankfurt Airport. For further information, please see www.bkl.de. 
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KEY FACTS. 

Bauma 2022:  
From 24 to 30 October 2022, Munich exhibition grounds 

BKL Baukran Logistik:  
New stand in the Outdoor Exhibition Area south FS.1203/1 

Exhibits:  

Self-erecting crane, top-slewing crane, historical tower crane to mark the 15th trade fair anniversary, new 
BKL film, impressive pictures of projects 

 

Further information: 

www.bkl.de/bauma 

http://www.bkl.de/

